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1. About ЕСОS.

 ЕСОS is a project for the development of decentralized software for 
inspection and quality control in the food industry covering the whole 
sphere of food products and drinks, including alcoholic ones. The system is 
aimed at the control of illegal tra�icking and appearance in the market of 
counterfeit goods and fake and life-threatening products based on a public 
blockchain with a distributed database resistant to theft, substitution, 
alteration and breach of information contained therein.

2. Problems that can be solved by the ECOS project in the 
world industry of food products and drinks.

 The main task of the ECOS project is combating the global problem 
of sale of poor-quality, dangerous, counterfeit and illegal products, their sale 
and distribution in the world industry of food products and drinks, especially 
alcoholic ones, since they are very liable to adulteration today.

 Poor-quality and dangerous food products and drinks have always 
been taken by people as a serious issue. As of today, expired and fake food 
products are a reason of emergence of various intoxicants and diseases, 
which is especially relevant for infants and young children, elderly and sickly 
people. The safety of food products and drinks (including alcoholic ones) is 
one of the most acute problems on the planet because it relates not only to 
the national health but also in�uences the global economy in general.  The 
quality of food products and drinks in�uences people’s living standard, their 
social activity and demographic aspect - birthrate and increase in 
population. Therefore, in order to ensure a high and long-lasting living 
standard, states have to give a particular emphasis to food safety.
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3. Bene�ts created by the ECOS project 
for the global community.

 The key advantage of the system is that the ECOS software created 
is based on a public (transparent and reliable) blockchain helps to protect 
billions of consumers all over the world (like us) from dangerous, fake and 
counterfeit products and drinks (including alcoholic ones). The application 
being built will enable a usual consumer to easily and quickly, just in a single 
click and 24/7, check whether a particular product complies with the 
sanitary norms and safety standards using its smartphone or tablet PC.

 Every hour, billions of consumers all over the world will be able to 
quickly and easily trace and check all the categories of a selected product of 
interest to them, whether raw food products, semi-�nished products, 
ready-to-eat food, soft or alcoholic drinks, themselves with no middlemen. 
The software will be available as an app in all languages on smartphones 
and tablet PCs. For example, a shopper selects a particular product with a 
special QR-code (based on blockchain), puts their smartphone to the 
product and scans the QR-code of the product. After that the program will 
provide a public blockchain storage with the product description, after 
which the consumer can view one of the two tables as their option:

Option 1

Brief, containing information on the 
product in percentage (it shows: 
safety, naturalness, healthfulness and 
quality);

Option 2
 
Extended, in a form of detailed 
information with food indices of a 
selected product (information on the 
full life cycle of the product, GMO 
(genetically modi�ed organisms) 
content, content of pesticides, 
herbicides, toxic chemicals and 
arti�cial fertilizers, presence of 
aggressive arti�cial preservatives, 
colorants, �avorings, etc.).
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4. Merits, bene�ts and advantages of the ECOS project.

 1+ The ECOS mobile app being built will enable to remove from the 
huge multibillion world market of food products and drinks all possible 
fakes, adulterations, counterfeits and other life-threatening food products 
and drinks (including alcoholic ones) completely and forever. Dishonest 
manufacturers will be unable to forge data and sell their counterfeit, 
poor-quality and dangerous products underground and illegally to decent 
people, like us, at blockchain - a hi-tech, transparent public informational 
platform.

 2+ Implementation of the ECOS project in the sphere of trade with 
food products and drinks will eliminate bureaucracy and paper chase (mul-
tiple legal procedures taking product manufacturers a lot of time). Uni�ed 
rules, norms and quality standards for the products being made will appear. 
Personnel expenses in state control services will decrease several-fold, the 
whole process will become clearly structured, optimized and detailed with 
the help of a transparent public blockchain-register; whereby, it will be 
much easier and quicker for honests companies and manufacturers of 
various qualitative and healthful products to pass all the required stages of 
quality control to certify their products and put them in the sales market, so 
that they could �nally reach a consumer, i.e. you and us.

 3+ The decentralized platform ECOS on a public blockchain in the 
industry of food products and drinks will prevent bribery and make it 
impossible to bribe of unfair corrupted state control bodies and certi�cation 
centers which sometimes have a cash portion with underground manufac-
turers of dangerous counterfeits. Illegal manufacturers and sellers of fakes 
will become unable to enrich themselves at our expense by selling 
poor-quality and dangerous food products and drinks.

 4+ Billions of consumers all over the world will stop overpaying big 
money for poor-quality and counterfeit products.
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4. Merits, bene�ts and advantages of the ECOS project.

 5+ Quick shake-out of fake products from the market and beginning 
of the mass use of the ECOS technology will give a start to the formation of 
a trustworthy and quickly-growing business community on the part of 
manufacturers and buyers, in which there will be no place for fakes. All the 
products being sold will have a permanent 100% quality. The development 
of such strong, positive and good-willed community will decrease and 
stabilize prices for the proposed qualitative goods.

 6+ By using the ECOS technology and consuming qualitative, healthy 
and vitamin- and mineral-saturated food products, people will fall ill less 
frequently because they will stop put themselves and their relatives at 
possible risk of intoxication and related complications caused by an 
accidental consumption of poor-quality products or underground alcoholic 
drinks, which is very burning today.

 7+ The ECOS software will become a faithful assistant for people all 
over the earth, especially for those aiming for good nutrition, healthy 
lifestyle and longevity; the ecosystem being built will be of help for people 
taking care and valuing their health and health of their relatives. In the 
nearest future, in the course of globalization of this system, the health of 
people all over the planet will considerably improve, and longevity and 
birthrate will grow, thus, reducing the government expenditures for 
medicine. Countries will be able to direct these funds into other equally 
important economic spheres for the bene�t of their peoples.

 8+ Implementation and practical use of the ECOS software on a 
global scale will make such big and very important branch as food products 
and drinks transparent, reliable and honest, thus, leading to the formation of 
a single foundation for the production business and trade.
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5. Reasons for ЕСОS to be a perspective and 
successful project deserving your attention and trust of the 

global community.
 
 1+ We have been doing business successfully and for a long time. In 
2017 the company GRAND HOLDING, to which a right to the project ECOS 
belongs and which is specially established for the purposes of 
implementing the project ECOS, was o�icially established and registered. 
The company is registered on the territory of the European Union in the city 
of Jõhvi, Estonia. 

 Company’s registration code: 14310425, address of the head o�ice: 
Keskväljak 7. Our company pays taxes and is audited by state control bodies 
of Estonia, which serves a safe and reliable guarantee of observing your 
interest in the process of implementation of our ambitious project with clear 
intentions, terms and desired goals.

 2+ We want to become the �rst company in the world to use unique 
hi-tech software on the base of transparent public blockchain in order to 
ensure safety and protect quality in the industry of food products and 
drinks (including alcoholic ones). We will help to remove from the market 
shelves counterfeit, underground, poor-quality and life-threatening 
products in the nearest future; and a consumer will be provided with 100% 
quality products and stable protection against all possible fakes.

 3+ The ECOS project has no existing or potential competitors, since 
we will be the �rst to patent our system for the development and 
implementation of the technology for quality control and safety of food 
products being manufactured by means of public blockchain in the world 
industry of food products and drinks.

 4+ The ECOS software is being carefully built by a professional 
quali�ed team actively expanding throughout the world by �nding worthy 
and competent masters of their trade in various business spheres in the 
course of brand recognition. All this is done to bring our intentions to life 
and make the project global, as well as to ensure its quickest payback and 
high surplus in tokens issued during the ICO for people that will have a 
chance to use a unique opportunity for buying ECOS tokens at the initial 
price.
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5. Reasons for ЕСОS to be a perspective and successful 
project deserving your attention and trust of the global 

community.

 5+ Our project is of big interest to large investment companies, 
global institutes of nutrition and state organizations on combating illegal 
products in the food industry. Such big interest on the part of business 
investors is understandable, while the interest and demand among state 
bodies is conditioned by their desire and civic duty to protect their people 
from poor-quality and underground food products and drinks, especially 
alcoholic ones, as well as a desire to eliminate or signi�cantly reduce 
negative and detrimental in�uence produced by multibillion corrupt 
practices, fraud and di�erent types of bribery and cronyism in ministries 
and organizations all over the world subordinate to the states.

 6+ In a short time, our project ECOS managed to attract about three 
million US dollars ($3 million) of investments throughout the world from 
di�erent business investors for further development and testing of the beta 
software.

6. Calendar stages of project implementation.
 
1) 2017 - February - generation of the idea.
In the beginning of February our business partners that used to work in the 
sphere of quality control in the industry of food products for many years 
came to our head o�ice. During a dialogue with our blockchain builders, a 
wonderful idea related to the use of blockchain technologies in the e�icient 
control of counterfeit products in a multibillion industry of food products 
and drinks, especially alcoholic ones, was born. 

2) 2017 – March, April: market assessment, formation of this idea on paper 
and integration of the idea with a unique innovative blockchain system, after 
which integrated project development based on the scheme of public 
blockchain was carried out.

3) 2017 – May, June, July and August: team formation, selection of part-
ners, assessment of the perspectives and full cost of the system being 
developed, primary development of the demo version - software necessary 
to check the quality of food products and drinks on public blockchain for 
the purpose of mass trial testing.
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6. Calender stages of project implementation.
 
4) 2017 - September, October, November: gaining positive experience in 
general and �rst positive feedback from test users within the frames of 
alpha-testing of the demo version of the product ECOS carried out in order 
to check the quality of products being sold using mobile devices and tablet 
PCs. Moreover, we performed additional assessment of possible similar 
projects and potential competitors (no worthy similar projects and 
competitors were found in the market).

5) 2017 - December and 2018 - January, February, March: further 
development of storage for data collection and processing, structuring of 
the website and investor’s personal account, undergoing a legal expertise 
for this project and detailed preparation for the conduct of the coming 
pre-ICO and main ICO.

6) 2018 - April: Launch pre-ICO.

7) 2018 - June, July, August: preparation of the campaign for the purpose 
marketing before the main ICO.

8) 2018 - mid-September: Launch main ICO.

9) 2018 – December and 2019-January: preparation and formation of 
technical documents necessary to hold an international tender for the 
development of a fully-functional planned software ECOS (entry to the 
international tender is conditioned by the receipt of the best product for the 
planned period of time, which will ensure a good quality-to-price ratio for 
the product ordered).

10) 2019 - February: assessment of the tender held, selection of a general 
contracting company and execution of a contract, it is possible to make a 
contract for the performance of works in consortium with several leading 
world corporations on software development and public blockchain 
integration.

11) 2019 - March, April, May: initial design and further development with 
programming of the ECOS software by the general contracting companies.

12) 2019 - June: carrying out expert examination within the frames of the 
ECOS software developed by the contractors.
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6. Calender stages of project implementation.
 
13) 2019 - July: on the part of contractors (hired companies having won the 
tender) - elimination of possible drawbacks and de�ciencies in the system 
ECOS found during a three-stage consecutive expert examination.

14) 2019 - August, September: testing of the product obtained, launching of 
the marketing campaign on the manufacture of this product and client base 
formation.

15) 2019 - October: �nal improvements and �nal systematization on the 
product enhancement before its mass production.

16) 2019 - November: mass implementation and promotion of the product 
all over the world.

P. S. All in all, it will take a little over a year to manufacture a full-�edged 
ECOS software.

7. Characteristics of the software being created 
and ECOS token.

 
 ЕСОS tokens are useful tokens based on public blockchain that sup-
port “smart” contracts of the ECOS apps being developed and are aimed at 
the internal circulation within the project and its services. These tokens are 
used as a fuel for internal network services of this project, including for 
smart-contract support.

 Liquid tokens enable you to use ECOS apps and generate API-keys, 
as well as open an additional access to the extended functional of this 
system and extra opportunities for the building and adjustment of apps in 
the distributed public network for �le storage.

 ЕСОS token enables you to safely keep your data on hard drives of 
thousands of computers using the decentralized system and cryptography.
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7. Characteristics of the software being created 
and ECOS token.

 
 Useful ECOS tokens issued by our start-up to �nance client’s future 
purchases do not function as securities or investment tokens, since their 
primary goal is to simplify the process of purchase not to get pro�t. The 
protocol code will be publicly available and can be checked by any person, 
i.e. it is a system in which you will not have to trust anyone. In addition to the 
above mentioned, the ECOS software possesses the following functions: 
carries out coding and decoding in accordance with the symmetric and 
asymmetric encryption algorithms; generates encryption keys; forms and 
veri�es electronic digital signatures; hashes data; supports accounts, data-
base authentication and asynchronous communication on hundreds of 
cores and clusters. The system is advantageous thanks to its ability to 
recover accounts in case of a key loss and many others.

 Useful ECOS tokens issued based on an electronic token (eToken) 
contract.

 The number of ECOS tokens issued in a course of ICO is strictly 
limited: 770 million ECOS tokens = 100% (seven hundred seventy million 
ECOS tokens). Hereinafter, ECOS will not generate additional tokens, and in 
an unlikely case that some tokens are unsold, they will be liquidated. 

 eToken is a “smart” Ethereum contract complying with the standard 
Ethereum ERC20 and written using the programming language Solidity.

  It enables to issue tokens in the Ethereum network and provides a 
wide specter of possibilities. Its compatibility with ERC-20 guarantees and 
enables wallets, cryptocurrency exchanges and “smart” contracts to duly 
interact.
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8. Things that can be done with ECOS tokens.

 + Use ECOS tokens for the intended purpose by getting access to the 
software and the declared services for free.

 + ЕСОS tokens can also be used to pay for internal networks services 
of the project. Tokens will grant you an access to the extended functional of 
the system and extra opportunities for the building and adjustment of apps 
in the distributed network for �le storage.

9. Details on token distribution and speci�cations 
of pre-ICO and ICO.

Pre-ICO – sale of 10% of the tokens will start on 02 April 2018 - 31 May 
2018 and will last for two months (02.04.2018 — 31.05.2018).

ICO – sale of 50% of the tokens will start on 15 September 2018 - 
15 November 2018 and will last for two months (15.09.2018 — 15.11.2018).

Cost of 1 ЕСОS token = 10 cents USD ($0.10) for pre-ICO and main ICO

There is a restriction to the total volume of tokens: all in all, 770 million 
tokens are generated = 100% (seven hundred seventy million ECOS 
tokens). 

In an unlikely case that some generated tokens are unsold, they will be 
liquidated.
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10. Scheme of token distribution as a percentage.

 100% of ЕСОS tokens = $77 million = 770 million ЕСОS tokens (770 
million tokens— total amount of all generated ЕСОS tokens).

Trade in tokens for pre-ICO (2.04.2018 — 31.05.2018)

10% of tokens = $7.7 million = 77 million ЕСОS tokens = (77 million tokens 
— a planned maximum sold volume of the preliminary sale of ECOS tokens 
that will be used for the purpose of marketing of the coming main ICO and 
further popularization and support of the project ECOS).

4% of tokens = $3.08 million = 30.8 million ЕСОS tokens (30.8 million 
tokens, more than the half of which will be used for bonuses awarded to 
buyers for buying tokens, and the remaining part of the tokens will be used 
for remuneration of the team and founders).

1.5% of tokens = $1.155 million = 11.55 million ЕСОS tokens = (11.55 million 
tokens — a remuneration payable for the bounty campaign and other 
popularization of the project ECOS).

0.8% of tokens = $0.616 million = 6.16 million ЕСОS tokens = (6.16 million 
tokens — a remuneration for any special support of the project ECOS).

Soft cap — $1 million = 10 million ЕСОS tokens - a planned lower limit of 
fees, can vary.

Hard cap — a planned upper limit of fees = $7.7 million = 77 million ЕСОS 
tokens.

Bonus awarding during the trade in tokens in a course of pre-ICO.

02.04–07.04.2018: all persons to buy tokens will get 25% as a bonus.

08.04–14.04.2018: all persons to buy tokens will get 20% as a bonus.

15.04–26.04.2018: all persons to buy tokens will get 15% as a bonus.

27.04–10.05.2018: all persons to buy tokens will get 10% as a bonus.

11.05–18.05.2018: all persons to buy tokens will get 5% as a bonus.

19.05–31.05.2018: all persons to buy tokens will get 0% as a bonus.
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10. Scheme of token distribution as a percentage.

 100% of ЕСОS tokens = $77 million = 770 million ЕСОS tokens (770 
million tokens— total amount of all generated ЕСОS tokens).

Trade in tokens in a course of main ICO (15.09.2018 — 15.11.2018).

50% of tokens = $38.5 million = 385 million ЕСОS tokens = (385 million 
tokens — a planned sold volume of the main sale of ECOS tokens that will 
be used for the purpose of further design, implementation, popularization 
and development of extra opportunities of the project ECOS)

21% of tokens = $16.17 million = 161.7 million ЕСОS tokens (161.7 million 
tokens, more than the half of which will be used for bonuses awarded to 
buyers for buying tokens, and the remaining part of the tokens will be used 
for remuneration of the team and founders).

8.5% of tokens = $6.545 million = 65.45 million ЕСОS tokens = (65.45 
million tokens — a remuneration payable for the bounty campaign and 
other popularization of the ECOS project).

4.2% of tokens = $3.234 million = 32.34 million ЕСОS tokens = (32.34 
million tokens — a remuneration for any special support of the project 
ECOS).

Soft cap — $3 million = 30 million ЕСОS tokens - a planned lower limit of 
fees, can vary.

Hard cap — a planned upper limit of fees = $38.5 million = 385 million 
ЕСOS tokens.

Bonus awarding during the trade in tokens in a course of main ICO.

15.09–20.09.2018: all persons to buy tokens will get 25% as a bonus.

21.09–28.09.2018: all persons to buy tokens will get 20% as a bonus.

29.09–10.10.2018: all persons to buy tokens will get 15% as a bonus.

11.10–24.10.2018: all persons to buy tokens will get 10% as a bonus.

25.10–1.11.2018: all persons to buy tokens will get 5% as a bonus.

02.11–15.11.2018: all persons to buy tokens will get 0% as a bonus.
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11. Bounty campaign - percentage token distribution 
(applies for pre-ICO and main ICO).

1. Subscription campaign and registration on our website ECOS = 25% of 
bonuses.

2. Signature campaign on Bitcointalk and (Blockchaininfo, Bitcoin org, 
Bitcoin wiki) — here positive blogs, articles, reviews, good feedback, posts, 
subscriptions, change of user icons, invitation of users to a particular social 
group related to the project and other similar positive support of the project 
ECOS is taken into account = 10% of bonuses.

3. Facebook-campaign = 10% of bonuses.

4. Twitter-campaign = 10% of bonuses.

5. Reddit = 7.5% of bonuses.

6. LinkedIn= 7.5% of bonuses.

7. Telegram = 7.5% of bonuses.

8. YouTube-campaign = 5% of bonuses.

9. A campaign on the translation into other languages on the Bitcoin forum 
- Bitcointalk (the required languages are Arabic, Indonesian, Croatian, Greek, 
Dutch, Philippine, Polish, Romanian and Turkish) = 5% of bonuses

10. Medium, WeChat, Instagram = 2.5% of bonuses.

11. A campaign in other mass media and social networks not mentioned 
above: reposts, likes, retweets, subscriptions, comments on the forum or in 
other mass media, and any activity in social networks in general: printed 
and electronic - radio, TV and Internet, including Internet-newspapers, 
Internet-magazines, news portals (feeds), Internet-digests, electronic 
versions of printed media, electronic versions or representative websites of 
radio- and TV channels, information educational portals and reviews, social 
media, blogs, articles, good feedback, various posts and subscriptions on 
social networks, as well as network discussions and e-mail messaging to 
the crypto-community = 10% of bonuses. 

Remuneration for the bounty campaign is paid after the completion of 
pre-ICO and after main ICO, accordingly.

NB! See detailed rules separately on the generic page of the ECOS 
website in the section “Bounty Campaign”



12. Special support of the project ECOS.

 The project ECOS is available for various types of partnership, 
�nancing and cooperation on mutually bene�cial terms. If you want to leave 
an o�er, please write to our support team partners@ecos.ee


